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Abstract
Coronary atherosclerosis progresses both as slow, gradual enlargement of focal plaque and also as a more dynamic process
with periodic abrupt changes in plaque geometry, size, and morphology. Systemic vasculoprotective therapies such as statins,
angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors, and antiplatelet agents are the cornerstone of prevention of plaque rupture and new
adverse clinical outcomes, but such systemic therapies are insufficient to prevent the majority of new cardiac events. Invasive
imaging methods have been able to identify both the anatomic features of high-risk plaque and the ongoing pathobiological
stimuli responsible for progressive plaque inflammation and instability and may provide sufficient information to formulate
preventive local mechanical strategies (eg, preemptive percutaneous coronary interventions) to avert cardiac events. Local
endothelial shear stress (ESS) triggers vascular phenomena that synergistically exacerbate atherosclerosis toward an unstable
phenotype. Specifically, low ESS augments lipid uptake and catabolism, induces plaque inflammation and oxidation, downregu-
lates the production, upregulates the degradation of extracellular matrix, and increases cellular apoptosis ultimately leading to
thin-cap fibroatheromas and/or endothelial erosions. Increases in blood thrombogenicity that result from either high or low
ESS also contribute to plaque destabilization. An understanding of the actively evolving vascular phenomena, as well as the
development of in vivo imaging methodologies to identify the presence and severity of the different processes, may enable early
identification of a coronary plaque destined to acquire a high-risk state and allow for highly selective, focal preventive inter-
ventions to avert the adverse natural history of that particular plaque. In this review, we focus on the role of ESS in the patho-
biologic processes responsible for plaque destabilization, leading either to accelerated plaque growth or to acute coronary
events, and emphasize the potential to utilize in vivo risk stratification of individual coronary plaques to optimize prevention
strategies to preclude new cardiac events.
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Introduction

Atherosclerosis research has advanced significantly over

recent decades, leading to major clinical benefits. Systemic

vasculoprotective medications, such as statins, angiotensin-

converting enzyme inhibitors, and antiplatelet therapies, as

well as lifestyle control of known risk factors such as cigarette

smoking, diabetes mellitus, and elevated blood pressure, are

the foundation of strategies to prevent plaque rupture. However,

coronary artery disease remains a major cause of morbidity and
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mortality. This underscores the shortcomings of current preven-

tive, diagnostic, and therapeutic strategies and emphasizes the

need for better insight into the underlying etiologic factors to

enhance strategies, including local strategies, to prevent plaque

rupture and thereby prevent cardiac events.

A strategy of focally directed prevention of plaque rupture

is supported by the appreciation that atherosclerosis exhibits

significant heterogeneity. First, the topographic localization

of plaques in the coronary tree is typically asymmetrical

showing a predilection for the lateral walls of bifurcations

or branching points and the inner aspect of curved segments,

while other areas are less frequently affected.1 Second, the

progression rate of each lesion is variable and independent,

as plaques of different size and composition routinely coexist

within the same patient, indeed even inside a single artery.

Third, the natural history of individual lesions is diverse.

Some plaques are nonobstructive, remain clinically quiescent,

and may only become evident by chance during coronary

imaging. Others encroach into the lumen and limit blood flow

in a fixed manner presenting with stable angina. A small pro-

portion of plaques may spontaneously activate the blood coa-

gulation cascade and manifest as worsening ischemia or acute

coronary syndromes (ACSs).2

Locally disturbed blood flow is a major modulator of

the atherogenic process and considerably accounts for the

regional, constitutional, and clinical variability of atherosclero-

sis (Figure 1).3 Particularly, low endothelial shear stress (ESS)

provokes molecular and cellular responses in atherosclerosis-

prone sites, leading to plaque initiation and progression.2 The

local ESS microenvironment further contributes to plaque

Figure 1. Endothelial shear stress (ESS)-induced plaque destabilization. Low and/or oscillatory ESS activate molecular and cellular responses in
predisposed arterial areas inducing plaque buildup and thin-cap fibroatheroma (TCFA) formation, endothelial erosion, and increased blood
thrombogenicity. These factors in turn are likely to cause plaque destabilization. Unstable plaques cause either abrupt complete luminal occlu-
sion and acute coronary syndrome or accelerated plaque progression via repeated cycles of subclinical partial luminal occlusion and healing,
which manifest clinically as worsening angina. Increased luminal stenosis causes high ESS, which aggravates blood-clotting tendency and may
induce endothelial erosion, further contributing to plaque destabilization.
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evolution toward a stable or unstable phenotype via a multitude

of mechanisms and interactions.4 This review will focus on

the role of ESS in the pathobiologic processes responsible for

plaque destabilization, leading either to accelerated plaque

growth or to acute coronary events. We will also discuss the

clinical perspective and therapeutic implications of the in vivo

ESS calculation in the early identification of high-risk lesions.

Definition and Descriptors of Plaque
Destabilization

The terms vulnerable, unstable, or high-risk plaque are used

interchangeably to denote an atheromatous region with pro-

pensity to trigger adverse cardiovascular events.5 Plaque rup-

ture or fissuring is the most common pathophysiological

substrate for atherothrombosis and luminal occlusion, yet in

a smaller fraction of cases, endothelial erosion may be the

provoking factor and even less frequently calcified nodules

overlying plaques are the culprit lesions.6 Moreover, some

incidents of plaque disruption are clinically silent because

of only partial blood flow obstruction. These events of asymp-

tomatic rupture and healing can incite rapid plaque progres-

sion and relate to untoward clinical outcomes.7

Although no consensus exists on all attributes of high-risk

plaque, the histological hallmarks most commonly distinctive

of this entity are a large lipid core (>40% of cross-sectional

area), a thin fibrous cap (<65mm), and intense inflammatory

cell infiltration.8 These plaques are commonly called thin-cap

fibroatheromas (TCFAs) and account for the majority of unfa-

vorable coronary outcomes. However, a significant proportion

of TCFAs may heal spontaneously during the natural course of

atherosclerosis, which underscores the complexity of relating

high-risk plaque to clinical events.9 Other features suggestive

of a high-risk plaque profile are endothelial denudation with

superimposed platelet aggregation, disruption of the cap

integrity, intraplaque hemorrhage, endothelial dysfunction,

and expansive remodeling.10-12

The Role of Local Coronary Hemodynamics
in the Development of High-Risk Plaques

Endothelial shear stress, Endothelium, and Early
Atherosclerosis

Rather than a simple lining structure, the endothelial layer is an

active tissue elaborating numerous molecules that determine

vascular homeostasis.13 Normal endothelium synthesizes

nitric oxide (NO) from L-arginine via endothelial nitric oxide

synthase (eNOS). Nitric oxide has a prominent atheroprotec-

tive role as it not only maintains vascular tone but decisively

counteracts endothelial permeability, cellular proliferation,

inflammation, apoptosis, and thrombosis.14 Endothelial dys-

function is recognized as the initial critical step in the ath-

erosclerotic process.15 Specific receptors in the glycocalyx, a

surface proteoglycan layer in endothelial cells, sense ESS

(mechanosensing) and translate biomechanical forces into

biochemical signals (mechanotransduction).16 The mechano-

sensing process involves expression of sensors in endothelial

caveolae, opening of transmembrane ion channels, activation

of heterotrimeric G-proteins, and phosphorylation of the trans-

membrane platelet endothelial cell adhesion molecule1.17

Endothelial shear stress subsequently activates several intra-

and intercellular signaling pathways, and, via complex mole-

cular interactions, it affects protein expression and ultimately

cellular behavior within the arterial wall.18 On the basis of dif-

ferent ESS values, low ESS-induced activation of nuclear

factorkB (NF-kB) promotes atherogenesis, while physiologic

ESS-induced transcription factor Kruppel-like factor2 med-

iates atheroprotection.19

Low and/or oscillatory ESS generates structural and func-

tional conformational changes in the endothelial cells. Instead

of being spindle shaped and aligned parallel to blood flow,

endothelial cells become polygonal with an irregular and disor-

ganized orientation.20 Moreover, the expression of components

of the endothelial glycocalyx is differentially regulated by

distinct hemodynamic environments.21 Provision of L-arginine

is suppressed, and eNOS is downregulated.22 The resulting

reduced NO levels render the endothelial layer susceptible

to systemic risk factors and set the stage for the initiation of

atherosclerosis. Conversely, higher ESS values mediate ather-

oprotection via eNOS upregulation.23 Low ESS further accent-

uates atherosclerosis by augmenting endothelin1 and

suppressing prostacyclin production in endothelial cells.24

Endothelial Shear Stress, Lipid Buildup, and Plaque
Progression

Lipid plaque growth with necrotic core expansion is an impor-

tant element of vulnerability. Low ESS is associated with

increased plaque size and lipid content. Low ESS augments

cholesterol influx across the endothelial layer by increasing

membrane permeability and by disrupting intercellular tight

junctions via induction of endothelial apoptosis.25,26 Addi-

tionally, low ESS triggers vascular smooth muscle cell apop-

tosis, which in turn exacerbates macrophage and monocyte

death through multiple feedback mechanisms.27 Death of

lipid-laden foam cells in combination with ineffective clear-

ance of the necrotic material leads to accumulation of cellular

debris and plaque expansion.28

In computational models of coronary circulation, low ESS

increases focal subendothelial low-density lipoprotein (LDL)

accumulation.29 High LDL concentration correlates well with

subsequent plaque formation in these regions.30 The increased

residence time of LDL particles in this low-velocity, low-ESS

coronary milieu is most likely an underlying etiologic factor

predisposing to LDL penetration within the intima, which

initiates, maintains, and augments atherosclerosis.

In vivo animal models readily demonstrated the role of low

ESS in plaque progression as well as the synergistic effects of

low ESS and hypercholesterolemia in enhanced LDL buildup

within plaques leading to the formation of TCFAs.23,31-33 In

a recent study, the combination of highest cholesterol and
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lowest local ESS favored the development of plaques with

greatest lipid accumulation and inflammation.34 Hence, sys-

temic risk factors, such as hypercholesterolemia, and local

risk factors, such as very low ESS, are synergistic in favoring

an increasingly unstable phenotypic profile.

Local ESS and Plaque Inflammation

The intensity of local inflammation in atherosclerotic plaques

determines the transition of early fibroatheromas into advanced

plaques with large lipid core and thin fibrous cap and in this

manner directly leads to vulnerability.35 Low and/or oscillatory

ESS contributes to recruitment of leukocytes in plaque regions

by inducing synthesis of adhesion molecules (intracellular

adhesion molecule1, vascular cell adhesion molecule1, and

E-selectin), chemoattractant chemokines (monocyte chemoat-

tractant protein1and interleukin8), and proinflammatory cyto-

kines (tumor necrosis factor a and interferon-g).36,37 These

mediators facilitate circulating leukocyte (predominantly

monocyte) tethering in the endothelial membrane and dia-

pedesis into the intima. After reaching the subendothelial

layer, monocytes differentiate to macrophages, engulf oxi-

dized LDL (oxLDL), and transform into foam cells. Foam

cells produce cytokines, growth factors, reactive oxygen

species, and matrix-degrading enzymes sustaining athero-

sclerosis progression.38 On the other hand, physiologic ESS

protects against endothelial leukocyte infiltration by reduc-

ing pseudopod projection via mechanosensing pathways.39

Normal laminar flow antagonizes leukocyte recruitment,

vascular endothelial growth factor1 induction, and E-selectin

expression mediated by tumor necrosis factor a conferring

atheroprotection.40

Animal studies assessed the in vivo effects of local low

ESS in plaque progression and risk profile. Mouse carotid

regions exposed to low ESS showed increased expression

of inflammatory mediators and accommodated vulnerable

plaques.23,41 Furthermore, in swine models of atherosclerosis,

the magnitude of low ESS related in a time- and dose-

dependent manner to plaque inflammatory cell infiltration

and ultimately led to the formation of TCFAs.32,33 In the same

context, local ESS plays a fundamental role in regulating the

expression of receptor for advanced glycation endproducts

(RAGEs), a prominent mediator of inflammation in diabetes,

and inflammatory responses in the endothelium.42 Specifi-

cally, oscillatory ESS increases RAGE expression and sub-

sequent activation via a mechanism involving nicotinamide

adenine dinucleotide phosphate oxidase-induced oxidative

stress and NF-kB activation, while high ESS attenuates both

RAGE expression and proinflammatory signaling via well-

documented mechanisms that inhibit NF-kB.42

Local ESS and Oxidative Stress Within Plaque

Oxidation is critical to many aspects of the atherosclerotic

process as it augments the production of oxLDL in the suben-

dothelium, promotes inflammation, stimulates smooth muscle

cell proliferation and migration to the intima, and upregulates

matrix degradation, leading to advanced and destabilized

plaques.43 Endothelial shear stress locally modulates redox

balance via numerous molecular interactions. Low and/or

oscillating ESS exacerbate oxidation within the intima

by upregulating oxidative enzymes (nicotinamide adenine

dinucleotide phosphate oxidase and xanthine oxidase), while

suppressing antioxidant ones (superoxide dismutase and

glutathione peroxidase).44-50 Low ESS-generated reactive

oxygen species in the intima react with NO to form peroxyni-

trite, which is an additional oxidant.51 In addition, reactive

oxygen species lead to oxidation of the eNOS cofactor tetrahy-

drobiopterin to dihydrobiopterin. In the absence of tetrahydro-

biopterin, eNOS uncoupling occurs and superoxide formation

rather than NO is induced, thus accentuating oxidation.52 There-

fore, low ESS enhances oxidation, which not only diminishes

the vasculoprotective effects of NO but also further aggra-

vates oxidative stress. Conversely, normal ESS activates the

transcription factor nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2

leading to increased intracellular antioxidant levels.53 Physiolo-

gic ESS downregulates angiotensin type 1 receptors in endothe-

lial cells, offsetting the angiotensin II-mediated oxidative stress.54

Another potential mechanism of the antioxidant effects of phy-

siologic ESS is an increase in the mitochondrial membrane

potential, low values of which are linked to oxidative stress.55

Local ESS and Extracellular Matrix Turnover

Extracellular matrix (ECM) is ubiquitous in biological tissues

and consists of collagen and elastin fibers interspersed with

proteoglycans and glycosaminoglycans.56 Extracellular matrix

is the predominant constitutional component of both the vas-

cular wall and the plaque fibrous cap. A dynamic equilibrium

between ECM synthesis and breakdown controls the amount

of ECM in the arterial wall. In plaque areas, vascular smooth

muscle cells and fibroblasts produce ECM, while endothelial

cells, macrophages, smooth muscle cells, T-lymphocytes, and

mast cells secrete ECM-degrading enzymes, namely metallo-

proteinases, cathepsins, serine proteases, chymase, and tryp-

tase.57 In the progression of atherosclerosis, ECM degradation

augments lesion formation by introducing internal elastic lamina

fragmentation. This facilitates migration of vascular smooth

muscle cells and macrophages to plaques and signals a shift

from moderate to severe lesions.32 In developed plaques, col-

lagen provides biomechanical strength to the fibrous cap and

safeguards its integrity. Thus, ECM degradation predisposes

to instability. A porcine model of native atherosclerosis con-

firmed this concept by showing increased metalloproteinase

and cathepsin expression levels in TCFAs.32

Local low ESS in vivo is associated with an enhanced exp-

ression and activity of metalloproteinases and cathepsins.23,32

Low ESS induces proinflammatory cytokines, which in turn

stimulates the release of ECM-degrading enzymes.58 Low-

ESS-induced reactive oxygen species further augment the

activity of proteolytic enzymes via numerous inflammatory

mediators.59 Combined coronary flow and histopathological
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studies in a swine model of native atherosclerosis showed that

in coronary regions of low ESS, the internal elastic lamina

undergoes local fragmentation by metalloproteinases and

cathepsins. Moreover, exposure to low ESS induces the activ-

ity of ECM-catabolizing enzymes and leads to formation of

TCFAs.32 Indeed, cap thickness was inversely associated with

ESS, as regions exposed to lower ESS had plaques with thin-

ner caps.33 Extracellular matrix degradation is particularly

evident at the plaque shoulders and renders these regions

more prone to disruption.33

In addition to contributing to ECM breakdown, local ESS

variably influences ECM generation. Low ESS attenuates

ECM production by smooth muscle cells by promoting their

apoptosis.60 In an animal model of carotid atherosclerosis,

plaques with low ESS showed a reduced density of vascular

smooth muscle cells and less collagen.23 Recently, it was

demonstrated that in regions with persistently low ESS, the

combination of attenuated collagen synthesis and enhanced

MMP-mediated collagen breakdown favors reduced collagen

content and substantial thinning of the fibrous cap.61 In con-

trast, the role of high ESS in ECM homeostasis is less well

understood. It has been reported that high ESS upregulates col-

lagen synthesis and downregulates metalloproteinase activity

contributing to plaque stabilization.62 Other studies, however,

indicate that high ESS suppresses collagen synthesis and stimu-

lates metalloproteinase activity via an inappropriately high

induction of NO.63-65 The translation of these studies and the

integrated role of high ESS in the pathogenesis of plaque desta-

bilization will be discussed in a subsequent section.

With regard to proteoglycans of the ECM, heparan sulfate has

antiatherogenic properties due to reduced affinity to LDL and

monocytes, as opposed to chondroitin and dermatan sulfate that are

proatherogenic. Low ESS upregulates heparanase, an enzyme that

destroys heparan sulfate chains in ECM and colocalizes with

intense inflammatory infiltration and formation of TCFAs.66

Local ESS and Arterial Remodeling

Remodeling is an inherent arterial feature referring to the ability

of vessels to adjust their shape in response to plaque growth or

flow alterations. Generally, expansive (or positive) remodeling

means that the outer arterial dimensions (ie, the external elastic

membrane [EEM]) increase, while constrictive (or negative)

remodeling signifies that the arterial size decreases. Under phy-

siologic conditions, lumen size and blood flow rate act synergis-

tically to retain ESS within normal range. In healthy arteries,

high ESS stimulates expansive remodeling, while low ESS

induces constrictive remodeling, in order to restore normal local

flow patterns.67 In diseased segments, however, the interactions

are more complex and decisively affected by the molecular pro-

cesses of atherosclerosis. Expansive remodeling is further cate-

gorized on the basis of the relation between EEM and plaque

area change. Where EEM area increases equally to plaque area,

the lumen is preserved (compensatory expansive remodeling).

Excessive expansive remodeling occurs when EEM area

increases more than plaque area, leading to lumen enlargement

(overcompensation). Incomplete expansive remodeling occurs

when plaque area increases more than the enlarged EEM area,

leading to lumen shrinkage.

The relationship between plaque growth and vascular remo-

deling represents a dynamic continuum of adaptive mechan-

isms.68,69 Excessive expansive remodeling is associated with

indices of plaque vulnerability, unstable clinical presentation,

and long-term adverse outcome.70,71 Remodeling tightly relies

upon the local dynamic ECM turnover. Low ESS, via induction

of inflammation and intense ECM degradation as previously

discussed, leads to TCFAs with corresponding excessive

expansive remodeling.23,32,33,72,73 This finding highlights the

distinction between compensatory and excessive expansive

remodeling in low-ESS regions. Although, in relatively normal

arterial regions, compensatory expansive remodeling is a

corrective process intended to maintain physiologic vasculo-

protective ESS,74 excessive expansive remodeling is an exag-

gerated response, likely related to intense local inflammation,

plaque growth, and excessive wall destruction as a result of

profoundly low ESS. As the plaque and arterial wall expand

because of the intense local inflammation, ESS actually fur-

ther decreases in these excessively enlarged regions. Under

these circumstances, a vicious cycle ensues: low ESS causes

intense inflammation, plaque growth, and expansive remodel-

ing, which increases lumen size leading to perpetuation or

even aggravation of low ESS and further plaque growth.2,33

The natural history trajectory of each lesion may involve

transitions to a different remodeling pattern multiple times in its

course. A multiple timepoint intravascular ultrasound (IVUS)

natural history study in swine demonstrated that regions exposed

to local low ESS culminated in high-risk excessive expansive

remodeling.31 In contrast, coronary segments with compensatory

expansive remodeling showed higher baseline ESS values than

those with excessive expansive remodeling.31 In a recent study

in a rabbit model of atherosclerosis, it was shown that low ESS,

calculated with the use of in vivo magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI), is associated with increased plaque burden, expansive

arterial remodeling, and plaque disruption after pharmacological

triggering.75 Other studies reported that low ESS in expansively

remodeled arteries is associated with increased elasticity, yet

another marker of plaque instability.76,77 A further consideration

to be taken into account is that most coronary plaques are

eccentric, and thus in the same cross-section, diseased areas with

low ESS are contiguous with healthy segments with higher ESS.

One could speculate that the excessive expansive remodeling

response to plaque growth in such regions is the synergistic effect

of intense ECM degradation resulting from low ESS in diseased

parts and luminal dilatation in response to high ESS in the

plaque-free wall.78 A study showing that coronary segments with

expansive remodeling have larger plaque-free wall areas than

regions with constriction supports such a mechanism.79

Local ESS, Neoangiogenesis, and Intraplaque Bleeding

Intimal extension and proliferation of the vasa vasorum net-

work is an important feature of advanced and ruptured
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plaques.80 Neovessels contribute to plaque growth by supply-

ing inflammatory cells and mediators from the perivascular

tissue. Spontaneous rupture of structurally immature and brit-

tle vasa vasorum causes intraplaque hemorrhage.11,81 Increased

metalloproteinase activity weakens the structural scaffolding

of neovessels and causes extravasation of erythrocytes and

bleeding within plaques.82 Other potential sources of intrapla-

que hemorrhage include subclinical plaque rupture as well as

local injury of the endothelium and fibrous cap overlying the

plaque.7 Bleeding within plaques contributes in turn to plaque

growth and fibrosis, possibly, by providing cholesterol from

erythrocyte membranes.83

Low ESS induces neovascularization by causing intimal

thickening and thus subintimal ischemia and by upregulating

VEGF and other angiogenic stimuli.84,85 Low ESS areas were

the exclusive sites of intraplaque hemorrhage in experimental

atherosclerosis. In addition, high blood pressure-induced intra-

plaque hemorrhage occurs in low ESS segments only.23

Local ESS and Endothelial Erosion

Either mechanical or functional destruction of the endothelial

layer directly exposes the underlying procoagulant material,

most notably von Willebrand factor and tissue factor, to cir-

culating blood cells and plasma components. Subsequently,

platelet aggregation and fibrin formation ensue. As noted pre-

viously, low and/or oscillatory ESS induce endothelial cell

apoptosis, increased endothelial cell turnover, and thus likely

account for a preponderance of the respective arterial regions

to erode.26,86,87 High endothelial cell turnover is postulated to

relate to endothelial stem and progenitor cell senescence and

exhaustion, thus reducing the vascular regenerative potential.88

Apoptotic endothelial cells are highly proadhesive and procoa-

gulant further favoring thrombosis.89,90 Conversely, physiologic

laminar flow contributes toward endothelial repair by enhan-

cing stem cell proliferation and differentiation into endothe-

lial cells.91 In rabbit femoral arteries, oscillatory ESS led to

erosive injury and endothelial detachment, leading to local

thrombus formation.92 In a porcine model of atherosclerosis,

low ESS was associated with reduced endothelial coverage

of the respective coronary regions.33 Low ESS, via hepara-

nase induction, may also damage the endothelial glycocalyx,

which covers the luminal surface of the endothelium, and may

provide the molecular substrate for endothelial erosion.66,93

The role of local high ESS on endothelial erosion is contro-

versial. A preliminary study showed that acute exposure to

high ESS leads to endothelial cell disintegration and luminal

erosion.94 This finding was corroborated in some subsequent

reports,95,96 other studies however did not confirm the above-

mentioned concept and showed that disturbed flow in the form

of oscillatory ESS is the critical factor inducing intimal ero-

sion in diseased arteries.92,97 Similar inconsistency is noted

with regard to the effects of high ESS in endothelial apoptosis,

as some studies report that high ESS induces endothelial

apoptosis,98,99 while other studies suggest that it suppresses

apoptosis.100,101

Plaque Biomechanics, Interactions With ESS,
and the Local Role of High ESS

The dynamic interplay between ESS and plaque at sites of

luminal obstruction sites largely determines plaque stability.

Low ESS induces plaque growth, but such plaque affects ESS

by modifying arterial geometry and altering blood flow.

Endothelial shear stress increases at the throat of substantial

stenoses, low ESS is more prevalent in the upstream region,

while low/oscillatory ESS predominates in the downstream

shoulder.102 The plaque region downstream of minimal luminal

area contains considerably more smooth muscle cells, whereas

the upstream portion is more inflamed, encompassing more

macrophages and more frequently shows ECM degradation and

intraplaque hemorrhage.103,104 In animal models, the down-

stream regions exhibited stable plaques, while the upstream

segments developed vulnerable lesions.23 Overall, it is postu-

lated that low and/or oscillatory ESS in the downstream plaque

portion induces a feedback mechanism leading to downstream

plaque extension, while a high-risk plaque profile predomi-

nates in the upstream portion. Plaque rupture may ensue from

ordinary hemodynamic stress in this fragile upstream area.

Since low ESS primarily mediates the vascular phenomena

associated with plaque progression and vulnerability, higher

ESS values are considered atheroprotective. Increases in ESS

are considered the main mechanism of the beneficial impact

of exercise in the cardiovascular system. Blood flow and shear

rate in conduit arteries increase with exercise, and vasculopro-

tective molecular pathways are upregulated.105 However,

overly increased ESS also seem detrimental. Increased ESS

values have been associated with plaque rupture or ulceration

in some reports.106-108 Vascular areas exposed to high flow

rates may be associated with smooth muscle cell atrophy,

increased macrophage infiltration, and ECM degradation.109

High ESS pathophysiologically is linked to increased strain,

which is a potential marker of instability.110 There is evidence

that exposure to high ESS sensitizes platelets so that when they

subsequently reach the low ESS area they are activated at

least 20-fold faster.111 It has also been shown that platelets

respond to high ESS by cellular polarization, cytoskeletal

reorganization, and flow-directed migration and that even

brief passage through very high ESS stenotic regions triggers

platelet aggregation.112,113 Moreover, high ESS causes plate-

lets to secrete connective tissue growth factor, which mediates

platelet adherence and to attach to von Willebrand factor lead-

ing to the formation of platelet-rich thrombus.114 A serial

human study found that high ESS is responsible for the transi-

tion of plaques toward an unstable phenotype characterized by

necrotic core expansion, dense calcium accumulation, and

regression of fibrous and fibrofatty tissue as assessed by

radiofrequency IVUS.115 Moreover, in a recent study, it was

reported that with the progression of atherosclerotic lesions,

TCFAs, determined with the use of radiofrequency IVUS on

the basis of a necrotic core abutting the lumen, are less often

located at low ESS regions but most frequently exposed to

high ESS, which is probably the result of lumen narrowing
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during plaque growth.116 However, it is uncertain whether

such a high-risk plaque profile would actually lead to clinical

events.

Furthermore, it is not yet clear whether high ESS is the

cause of plaque disruption or it is simply an epiphenomenon.

Increased flow rate through a site of abrupt partial luminal

compromise due to plaque rupture and superimposed throm-

bus may account for high ESS, which in this case would be

the result and not the cause of rupture. From a biomechanical

standpoint, the order of magnitude of ESS values is consider-

ably smaller than that of the blood pressure-induced circ-

umferential tensile stress in the coronary wall. Conceivably,

the circumferential tensile stress is more likely to exceed the

highest force that the plaque can withstand and cause rupture.

In eccentric lesions, fibrous cap disruption most commonly

occurs at areas exposed to the highest tensile stress as the lat-

eral plaque shoulders.117,118 Long-standing circumferential

strain in these regions as well as substantial axial strain result-

ing from flow impediment is thought to introduce cap fatigue

reducing tissue mechanical strength and, ultimately, causing

cap fracture.119

Local ESS and Blood Thrombogenicity

The presence of a vulnerable plaque is not the only essential

factor for adverse outcomes in the natural history of athero-

sclerosis. An increased responsiveness of the clotting mechan-

ism to loss of vascular integrity is also required.120 Low ESS

promotes local blood thrombogenicity by suppressing antith-

rombotic and anticoagulant factors such as NO, prostacyclin,

thrombomodulin, and tissue plasminogen activator.22,121,122

Also, low ESS induces tissue factor, a strong procoagulant

molecule.123 Regional low ESS leads to increased thrombin

generation123 and increased platelet activation.124 As already

mentioned, low ESS-induced endothelial apoptosis may further

contribute to an increased local thrombogenic potential.89,90

These effects in turn stimulate a plethora of proatherogenic and

plaque-destabilizing actions.125 Interestingly, high ESS also

activates platelets as discussed in the previous section. In the

setting of an acute fibrous cap disruption or endothelial denu-

dation, this ESS-mediated enhanced clotting tendency likely

leads to significant fibrin formation, which gives rise to either

rapid plaque progression or abrupt luminal occlusion.

Effects of Medications on Plaque Stability and
Local ESS

The modification of the local ESS microenvironment and pla-

que stabilization may partly account for the favorable effects

of established medications for coronary disease. Chronic

administration of valsartan or a valsartan/simvastatin combi-

nation attenuated the proatherogenic influence of low ESS in

an animal model.126 This effect was mediated via reduced

inflammation, ECM degradation, and expansive remodeling

independent of their antihypertensive and hypolipidemic

action.126 Statins upregulate atheroprotective transcriptional

factors and hence they are likely to counterbalance the

detrimental effects of low ESS.127 Both aspirin and ticlopi-

dine significantly inhibit platelet aggregation under high ESS

conditions.128 In an animal model of vulnerable plaque, meto-

prolol treatment restored ESS values and this was associated

with a reduction in inflammatory cytokines, attenuation of

expansive remodeling, reduced histopathological indices of

vulnerability, and a trend toward reduced plaque size and rate

of rupture.129

In Vivo Assessment of ESS in the Detection of
High-Risk Plaque and Preemptive Strategies
to Prevent Plaque Rupture

As discussed previously, ESS is a critical determinant of vas-

cular behavior and orchestrates several responses which lead

to plaque destabilization. Destabilized plaques are likely to

experience rapid progression of fixed, flow-impeding lesions

manifesting as worsening ischemia or abrupt luminal occlu-

sion presenting as ACS. Prevention of plaque destabilization

is a major challenge in current cardiovascular medicine. Early

identification of a truly high-risk lesion prone to rupture and

that causes a new cardiac event is still problematic with the

current diagnostic modalities. Acute coronary syndrome in a

previously asymptomatic individual is a common clinical sce-

nario, often with catastrophic consequences. In addition, resi-

dual cardiovascular morbidity exists post-ACS, despite

intensive risk factor modification, pharmacological, and inter-

ventional therapy. For stable ischemia, coronary interventions

currently apply only to significantly flow-limiting or occlu-

sive lesions, overlooking potentially hazardous but nonsteno-

tic plaques.130

The Providing Regional Observations to Study Predictors

of Events in the Coronary Tree (PROSPECT) study131 was the

first study to identify ostensibly high-risk plaque as associated

with future coronary events and included 697 patients from

the United States and Europe who underwent 3-vessel IVUS

and virtual histology (VH)-IVUS assessment after percuta-

neous coronary intervention (PCI) for an ACS. At 1-year

follow-up, there were 6.4% new major adverse cardiac events

in baseline nonculprit lesions and by 3 years of follow-up

there were 11.6%. The prognostic indicators at baseline for

future cardiac events were large plaque burden, TCFA appear-

ance by VH-IVUS, and minimal luminal area <40 mm2. How-

ever, >95% of these ostensibly high-risk plaques, defined by

large plaque burden or TCFA appearance, became quiescent

over time and did not progress to cause a new event. The

Prediction of Progression of Coronary Artery Disease and

Clinical Outcomes Using Vascular Profiling of Endothelial

Shear Stress and Arterial Wall Morphology (PREDICTION)

study,132 conducted in Japan, also found that new cardiac events

(primarily requirement of a PCI for rapid progression of luminal

obstruction), was correlated with a large plaque burden but

observed as well that local low ESS was also an independent

determinant of new cardiac events. Each of these 2 unique
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prognostic characteristics had a positive predictive value of

approximately 20% to predict new coronary events, and the

combination of the 2 characteristics had a positive predictive

value of approximately 40%. This study was limited by the

small number of clinical events occurring in follow-up in this

generally low-risk Japanese population.

Simple anatomic identification of a high-risk TCFA will not

be sufficient to determine that specific plaque’s likelihood to

progress and cause a new cardiac event. Large plaque burden

likely represents the necessary substrate of a plaque large

enough to cause meaningful anatomic progression, but addi-

tional ongoing proinflammatory and proatherogenic pathobio-

logic stimuli that promote plaque growth and exacerbate the

plaque instability and likelihood of rupture or intraplaque

hemorrhage, such as low local ESS, will be necessary to opti-

mize clinically useful prognostication of individual plaques.

Identification of coronary regions with true high-risk plaque

could prompt measures to prevent adverse future sequelae

utilizing intensive systemic therapy or highly selective focal

interventions. Novel pharmacologic agents, as well as inno-

vative interventional devices (ie, drug-eluting and bioresorb-

able stents), portend satisfactory outcomes with a low risk of

adverse events.133,134 In a smaller study, coronary segments

with large plaque burden and low ESS showed greater plaque

progression, while segments with pathological intimal thick-

ening, large plaque burden, and high ESS showed increased

plaque vulnerability.135 More studies will be necessary to

identify the truly high-risk plaque, focusing on the anatomic

substrate responsible for plaque progression (large plaque

burden) and the ongoing proinflammatory stimulus for wor-

sening plaque vulnerability (low local ESS and/or local mar-

kers of intense inflammation or lipid-rich pool) to allow for

new clinical trials to investigate preemptive revascularization

interventions to prevent plaque rupture.

Other Therapeutic Modulations for
Vulnerable Plaque

Apart from interventions to modify the adverse hemodynamic

stimulus, other treatment options exist for vulnerable plaque,

both established and emerging. Statin treatment is hitherto

the cornerstone of both primary and secondary prevention

pharmaceutical regimens for coronary disease. By activating

series of pleiotropic pathways, statins exert potent anti-

inflammatory effects, reduce circulating LDL and plaque

lipid content, counteract endothelial dysfunction, and dimin-

ish blood thrombogenicity.136 Aspirin treatment, via consis-

tent inhibition of platelet aggregation, is an established

treatment for patients after an ACS. This beneficial effect of

aspirin is further potentiated by newer compounds, such as

clopidogrel, prasugrel, or ticagrelor.137 Furthermore, agents

that interfere with the renin–angiotensin system have been

shown to exhibit direct atheroprotective actions above and

beyond their antihypertensive effect.138 Finally, b-blockers

are well established in extending life expectancy and retard-

ing the progression of plaque in patients post-ACS.139

Although the above-mentioned therapies significantly

reduced event rates from vulnerable plaque complications,

considerable residual cardiovascular morbidity and mortality

still exists to date. Therefore, the development of newer

emerging agents is actively driven by clinical demand.

Recombinant apolipoprotein A-1 Milano mimics the proper-

ties of nascent HDL and has been shown to induce plaque

regression and association with molecular pathways pointing

toward plaque stabilization.140 Furthermore, HDL mimetic

compounds enhance reverse cholesterol transport in plaque

areas and hold promise toward an incremental clinical benefit

in patients already receiving statin therapy.141 Varespladib

and darapladib are inhibitors of lipoprotein-associated phos-

pholipase A2, currently in phase III of clinical trials. Despite

conflicting results with respect to effects in circulating

inflammatory biomarkers and invasive coronary imaging end

points, darapladib has been shown to inhibit necrotic lipid

core progression and therefore is potentially beneficial in pla-

que stabilization.142 Newer molecular targets for vulnerable

plaques have been more recently identified and their inhibi-

tion is anticipated to improve clinical outcomes. Disruption

of the CD40–tumor necrosis factor receptor-associated factor

6 interaction, migration inhibitory factor receptor blocking,

chemokine receptor antagonists, or adaptive immunity strate-

gies may constitute an integral part of our therapeutic quiver

in the next years.143-146

Adjunctive Imaging Modalities for the
Detection of Vulnerable Plaque

Further to ESS assessment, the identification of plaque con-

stituents in vivo by IVUS is capable of offering additional

information to identify the high-risk plaques. Virtual

histology-IVUS has shown high accuracy in the discrimina-

tion between different plaque components, thus enabling the

risk stratification of plaques in low-, medium-, and high-risk

categories. In the PROSPECT study, the presence of a VH-

derived TCFA at baseline was an independent predictor of

an ACS over a 3-year follow-up.131 However, any potential

synergistic effects of tissue characterization and the local

ESS in the subsequent natural history of plaque has not yet

been thoroughly investigated in large-scale clinical trials.

In the same rationale, the enhanced precision in lumen

and plaque imaging by optical coherence tomography (OCT),

and the incorporation of ESS analyses in OCT-derived

3-dimensional (3D) models, is expected to provide new and

very useful information. Optical coherence tomography has the

advantage of a considerably higher spatial resolution than

IVUS enabling the characterization of vascular structure in

greater detail.147 With 3D OCT, we can investigate the associ-

ation of the local hemodynamics with high-risk plaque

features as the presence of severely inflamed, lipid-rich lesions

with a large necrotic core and a thin fibrous cap. The 3D OCT

imaging can also elucidate any etiologic contribution of coron-

ary hemodynamics to plaque ulceration, erosion, rupture, and
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thrombosis as well as to stent-positioning quality and compli-

cations after percutaneous interventions.148,149

Increased lipid content is a clear-cut feature of high-risk

plaque, and in this setting near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS)

is a potentially useful modality. Near-infrared spectroscopy is

an intravascular diagnostic methodology which is able to

discover the presence of lipid-rich plaques on the basis of

the absorption of near-infrared light by cholesterol. In a recent

animal study, IVUS and NIRS features were able to portend

the future development of high-risk plaques.150 The subse-

quent development of a hybrid catheter incorporating core-

gistered IVUS and NIRS imaging capacity facilitates the

application of this methodology in clinical settings and the

decision-making process.151

Experience has shown that the characterization of plaque

on the basis of morphological features alone is insufficient for

an accurate risk assessment and prediction of future events.

Molecular imaging complements traditional anatomical and

structural plaque assessment by adding functional informa-

tion for lesions through the use of specific probes, which in

vivo identify active biological processes within the vascular

wall. In experimental settings, the molecular imaging agents

can identify high-risk plaque features such as intense inflam-

mation, thrombosis, neovascularization, apoptosis, and intra-

plaque hemorrhage.152 However, the translation of these

initial findings in the clinical settings and especially in the

coronary arteries is still under development. Fluorodeoxyglu-

cose positron emission tomography can trace macrophage

infiltration in the carotid arteries, and this is associated with

future adverse events.153Fluorodeoxyglucose positron emis-

sion tomography is also successful in identifying inflamma-

tion in the aorta.154 Also, in the carotid arteries, injection

of ultra small super paramagnetic iron oxide particles with

subsequent MRI scan was successful in identifying plaque

inflammation.155 Fluorescence-based molecular imaging

utilizes near-infrared light through flexible optical fibers to

detect imaging agents in the vascular wall. This approach

offers high resolution and sensitivity and abolishes the use

of ionizing radiation. Hybrid optical frequency domain and

near-infrared fluorescence imaging enable the tracing of

fingerprints of inflammation coregistered with microstruc-

tural vascular morphological assessment.156 Indocyanine

green is an FDA-approved agent for vascular imaging in

ophthalmology, and it has been shown to bind lipoproteins

and accumulate in inflamed tissues. Its use in in vivo ather-

oma near-infrared fluorescence imaging was successful in

animal models.157 With regard to noninvasive methods, cor-

onary CT angiography has very rapidly evolved over the last

years and current-generation detectors can image the entire

heart in seconds and with very fine resolution. Furthermore,

current advances in CT image segmentation enable us to rap-

idly generate 3D models of the coronary arteries for ESS

assessment.158 The most apparent benefits come from the

noninvasive nature of the technique which enables its applica-

tion to moderate-risk individuals, where an association of

ESS with future adverse events will have implications on the

primary prevention of an ACS. The application of MRI ima-

ging for the detection of high-risk plaque remains challenging

due to suboptimal spatial and temporal resolution, motion arti-

facts, and small target vessel size with tortuous configuration.159

However, in experimental models, MRI-derived ESS related to

increased plaque, expansive remodeling, and plaque disrup-

tion,75 all in internal consistency with preceding studies in other

species and with different modalities.

Conclusions

Investigations are ongoing to identify the truly high-risk vulner-

able plaque and, consequently, to enable creation of the most

appropriate prevention strategies to avert plaque rupture. At this

time systemic pharmacotherapy is unlikely to be sufficient to

prevent plaque rupture,160 and highly selective local therapy,

either utilizing revascularization (PCI) or local drug delivery,

will likely be necessary. Invasive imaging methods can identify

the anatomic appearance of high-risk vulnerable plaque, but it

will be essential to characterize the factors that are responsible

for an individual plaque to become more inflamed and likely

to rupture, instead of evolving toward stability and quiescence.

The challenges for investigators at this time are to identify

the specific constellation of high-risk features that characterize

the truly highest risk plaques and screen out the vast majority of

plaques and patients who are not in the highest risk category.

Early identification of such high-risk plaques before they cause

adverse outcomes could be a breakthrough in the management

of patients with coronary artery disease as it may set the stage

for highly selective prophylactic treatment strategies to prevent

future coronary events, a possibility which may be both clini-

cally invaluable and cost effective. An enormous payback for

society is anticipated if these tasks are achieved, and thus these

goals are worth our continued pursuit.
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